Press Release – “Hello feat. Kira Mikheeva”
The 2021 release by Australian indie-folk Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards:

If you could say one thing to a long-lost amour from a different star system, after so many years elapsed in stricken
solitude, what would you enunciate? Maybe a very regular “hello” - as does the protagonist of “Hello feat. Kira Mikheeva” as
they relight their acquaintance with an old friend. With stunning backing vocals from Kira Mikheeva of Moscow cabaretrock group The Bluestocking (yep, all one word - they don't put a space between the words 'blue' and 'stocking'!) this track
really presents the masculine and feminine complements with memorable sonority, truly showcasing the connection on
offer between the wishing parties who yearn for rapport anew. There really is something almost spiritual about the
existential pining for the lover or friend, and “Hello feat. Kira Mikheeva” assays just how proximal Proxima Centauri might
feel, for instance, when a distant sun is orbited by your quantum-entangled significant other! Relinquishing folk refrains
pose just the very maturity that Alex Edwards has earnt after years between his releases; it's as if we are hearing someone
say “hello” to us after so many calendrical cycles undergone! And yes, philosophically, the whole affair renders fascination.
After all, what is it that the artist should tell the truth of, in a solipsistic universe, where subjectivity presides over
everything and various infatuations of the heart seem like cliches? Maybe the most rudimentary of all axioms... that popular
music itself really connotes the musician's desire to simply hear and be heard. To bridge from one soul to another, and
commonly say “hello.”
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